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ABSTRACT

Evidence indicates that the degree to which attention can be maintained upon
the task in hand depends upon both the type and duration of the task. Two
experiments investigated the relationship between task irrelevant thinking and
block duration in two types of task. In Experiment One, a vigilance task was
compared to a fluency task and in Experiment Two a verbal encoding task was
compared to a fluency task. In both tasks we investigated the hypothesis that
block duration mediated changes in thinking would be smallest for tasks
which rely heavily on controlled processing (the fluency task). Results were
consistent with expectations and indicated that the report of thoughts with no
relationship to the task in hand increased with block duration in the vigilance
task (Experiment One) and the verbal encoding task (Experiment Two). In
neither experiment did block length effect thinking during the fluency task.
These results are broadly consistent with the assertion that tasks that cannot
be readily automated, maintain attention upon the task at hand in a superior
fashion as the duration ofthe block increases. The implications ofthese results
for our understanding of the process responsible for our conscious awareness
of a stimulus and our ability to plan and anticipate events are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In certain situations, our subjective experience can be more or less directed toward
task completion. For example, our attention can be either directed toward the task
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in hand, task related thought, or can be directed away from task completion,
task irrelevant thought [1]. Such task-irrelevant thoughts can either be directed
toward the individuals performance on the task, as in the case of worry (Task
Related Interference, TRI) or toward matters umelated to task completion as in
the case of daydreaming (Task Umelated Thought, TUT). This distinction has
been successfully employed elsewhere [2, 3].

One issue that remains unresolved in research into task-irrelevant thinking,
is the natural segmentation of the experience of task-irrelevant thoughts [1]. For
example, empirical evidence estimated the mean duration of a typical thought
as 14 seconds [4]. Given the emphasis of self-regulatory models of information
processing [5] on the itnportance of situational factors when viewing human
behavior, it is important to extend this analysis to encompass the context within
which the thought occurs. The aim of the experiments presented in this article,
therefore, is to extend the analysis of the segmentation of thinking to encompass
the nature of the concurrent task. One way to examine context specific changes in
the natural segmentation of thoughts is to examine the length of block duration that
yields a statistically significant increase in the frequency of a particular type
of thought [6]. In these experiments, therefore, we investigated whether the
degree to which tasks rely on controlled processing is associated with differences
in the patterns of thinking in response to increasing block duration.

The initial work on controlled processing was conducted by Shifrrin and
Schneider [7]. More recently, evidence based on the instance account of automatic
processing [8] implies that the shift toward automatic task performance reflects a
shift away from an algorithmic basis for task completion toward one based on
memories [8, 9]. The effects of practice on performance can be summarized thus:
"What was once difficult becomes easy; what was slow and effortful becomes fast
and effortless [10, p. 478; for reviews see 11, 12]. Viewed from this perspective,
it makes heuristic sense that as processing style shifts toward automatic process-
ing, resources become available to devote toward matters umelated to task per-
formance changing the pattern of thinking during task completion.

A large body of evidence has supported the notion that controlled processing
moderates the production of TUT. For example, TUT is higher when participants
are shadowing numerical stimuli, than when they are encoding the same stimuli
[13]. Other authors have demonstrated a negative association between the rate
of stimulus presentation and the experience of TUT during a vigilance task [6].
Finally, the random generation of numbers, a process which requires the indi-
vidual to inhibit learned associations within a numerical stimulus set, was measur-
ably impaired when the experience of TUT was reported [14]. In general, these
findings support the notion that the experience ofTUT requires the deployment of
resources commonly described as reflecting "controlled processing" [6, 13, 14].

When considering the effect of task duration on task completion it is important
to distinguish between two components of duration: i) block length; and ii) overall
task length. Investigating the second component of task duration, Teasdale and
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colleagues manipulated the level of practice on both a pursuit rotor task and
a memory task in an attempt to provide more robust evidence linking the
report of TUT to the deployment of controlled processing [14]. They made two
comparisons. First, they examined differences in the type of thinking reported in
the first half of the task with that reported in the second half of the task. Second,
they compared the effects of practice on the task, by comparing those individuals
who had prior practice on the task with those that had not. As one might expect,
both prior practice and the overall length of task completion yielded higher
frequencies ofTUT, consistent with the notion that as a task becomes automated
thinking becomes less focused on the task in hand.

The evidence for an association between TUT and controlled processing,
therefore, comes largely from two sources, either: i) the examination of thinking
when engaged in a task relying on controlled processing; or ii) by comparing the
effects of practice on the experience of TUT. In addition, to examining overall
task length, it is possible to examine micro effects of block length in determining
TUT frequency. Studies, for example, have examined the effects of short-term
changes in block length in determining the frequency of thinking, for example
TUT occurs more frequently in vigilance tasks during blocks of longer duration
[6].The two experimentspresented in this article extend our confidence in the role
of controlled processing in maintaining task relevant stimuli in attention by
demonstrating that a task relying heavily on controlledprocessing do not show the
usual increase in the frequency ofTUT as block length increases.

Methodological Considerations

Several methodological issues need to be addressed when designing and con-
ducting experiments investigating task-irrelevant thinking. First, it is important to
minimize the potential confounding influenceson thoughts [15]. The experiments
described in this article areconcernedwith understanding the relationshipbetween
block length and thinking. As evidence has demonstrated that TUT increases over
the time course of a task [14], it is important to maintain a short overall task length.
This should ensure that the effects on TUT are limited to those resulting from
block length and are not confoundedby practice on a task. A closely related issue
is the length of probe duration.Within the literature, thought probes with durations
of approximately 30 seconds have been employed successfully elsewhere [6]. In
an experiment such as this, the ideal block length reflects a compromise between
a short block length which runs the risk of missing fleeting examples of TUT
and a longer probe durationwhich potentially confoundsthe role of block duration
with that of practice on the task.

Finally, several different methodologies are presented in the literature for
measuring task-irrelevant thinking. One method of measuring task-irrelevant
thinking is through the use of a retrospective questionnaire [16, 17], although this
method of report is inappropriate for this investigation as a questionnaire is
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insensitive to subtle block by block changes in thinking. Within the literature, two
different methodologies for measuring moment-to-moment changes in cognition:
the thoughtprobe approach. Initial investigations into the experience of thinking
trained participants to recognize the experience of a TUT and then asked them to
signal, using a button, if these types of thoughts were experienced during a
target interval [6, 15]. It is recommended in the literature that this procedure for
measuring the experience ofTUT shouldbe used when the concurrent task makes
minimal demands on the individualsprocessing resources [6].An alternative form
of thought probe is to interrupt task performance and ask the individuals to report
what was going through their mind preceding the task interruption [2, 3, 13, 14].
This report is recorded verbatim and then rated by several judges using a series
of pre-determined criterion.

Consistent with these issues, the first task used in Experiment One was a
vigilance task which required the participant to detect targets from a stream of
alphanumeric information, an undemanding task which can readily be automated.
In this task the target criteria were presented at the outset of the task, and required
the individual to compare the auditory targets to the criteria stored in memory. The
second task was a typical verbal fluency task which requires the individual to
produce as many words as possible beginning with a particular letter of the
alphabet, e.g., the letter F. The nature of the fluency task requires the individual to
inhibit categorical associations between a stimulus set in favor of associations
based on alphabetical criteria. It is generally recognized that this procedure
prohibits the participant automating their performance [18].

Consistent with the evidence described above, we opted for three different
levels of block length (30,45, and 60 seconds). To ensure that task lengthwas kept
to a minimum, only three thought probes were conducted during each of the three
levels of block length. The combination of a short probe interval and only three
probes per level of block length was seen as the best compromise between:
i) potentially underreporting thoughts of a short duration; and ii) confounding the
effects of block length with those associated with prior practice.

Finally, previous research has successfully employed the verbal thought probes
to sample experience during either: i) the random generation of numbers [13];
or ii) the generation of verbal material [2]. Therefore, the verbal self-report of
thoughts was used to measure thinking in both tasks.I

I An advantage of the method of the verbal-report thinking is that the nature of the investigation
is not explained to the participant at the outset. This is important given the critique of the value
of introspective evidence presented by Nisbet and Wilson [19] who argued that an individuals
pre-conceived notion of causality often confound the objectivity of self-reported evidence. Recently,
this issuehas been raised in the investigation of intensity of images maintained during a concurrent task
[20]. Given these concerns it might be important to use a variety of different self-reported measures.
Such analysis might allow the estimationof the role of demandcharacteristics in modulating responses.
For example, the consistencybetween the role of block duration in the work presented in this article and
that described elsewhere [6] validates the claims of both papers.
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EXPERIMENT ONE

Aims

The aim of Experiment One was to examine the interaction between controlled
processing and the role of block duration in determining the frequency of task
irrelevant cognition. It was predicted that as the duration of a task is increased,
thinking will shift fromreflectingtask relevant cognition toward matters unrelated
to task completion only when the task does not rely on controlled processing.
Analysis will therefore attempt to examine changes in the frequency of thinking
(TUT and TRI) as block length is extended.

Method

Participants

Twenty-nine healthy volunteers were recruited by advertisement from the
Department of Psychology at the University of Strathc1yde.All participants took
part in a pre-test semi-structuredinterview in which participants responded in the
affirmative if they currentlyor at any time in the past suffered from anypsychiatric
(depression, anxiety, or substance related problems) or neurological conditions.
No participant indicated in the affirmative.The age range of the sample was from
16 to 59 with a mean of 28.31 (SD = 11.95)years.

Design and Procedure

The effects of the experimental treatments were compared using a within-
participants design, in which all the participants completed both experimental
tasks. Each task consistedof nine trials of variable length, terminated by a thought
probe (see below). Trials differed in duration (30, 45, or 60 seconds). The
total duration of the experiment was about 15 minutes per participant. The tasks
were counterbalanced such that: i) within each task two different randomly
generated orders of blocks were utilized; and ii) both the order of tasks and the
order of blocks were rotated across individuals using an AB BA design.

After practicing the thoughtprobeprocedure, participants received nine trials of
each task in a random order. In the verbal fluency task, participants were read
instructions explainingthat they will be showna letter on thepad for a limited time
period, during which they must produce as many words as possible beginning with
the letter displayed. It was then explained that they could not use proper nouns,
numbers, or brand names. Participants were presented with the criterion letter
visually on a pad of paper. These criterion letters were chosen from the norms in
the literature [21] and s~lectedto ensure that each block length required a similar
range of fluency difficulty.

In the lottery task, adapted from The Test of Everyday Attention [22], par-
ticipants were instructed to imagine that they have bought a number of lottery
tickets. A lottery ticket was two letters and two numbers (e.g., AB34). The target
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tickets all end in the numbers 33, 55, and 88. The participant was then given a
pen and instructed to listen to a radio broadcast, and to write down any lottery
tickets that end with these numbers. Stimuli were presented at a rate of one
stimulus every two seconds [3].

Thought Probe

Before beginning either trial, the participants were infonned that:

When you hear this noise [buzzer sound] I would like you to stop what you are
doing and tell me exactly what is passing through your mind as you heard the
sound of the buzzer. I do not want you to try and tell me what you were
thinking about during the trial, just what was passing through your mind when
you heard the buzzer.

Thoughts were recorded verbatim and later classified by the researcher (JS)
and a judge blind to the purpose of the experiment. When disagreement occurred,
further discussion was sought until the disagreement was resolved to the satis-
faction of both raters. The criteria used in making these judgments are presented in
the Appendixs. Thoughts were grouped in one of two classifications. Task Related
Interference (TRI) reflects either awareness of the present situation but not the
current time, or vice versa. For example, TRI might reflect a pre-occupation with
aspects of the task in hand: "I was wondering what this was all about" or "I was
listening to the sound of the voice on the tape." In contrast, Task Unrelated
Thought (TUT) reflects thoughts with no bearing to the task in hand, or the current
situation, such as "I was thinking about what I was going to do later on." The
remaining thoughts were broadly direct toward task completion, without reflection
or interpretation, such as "Concentrating on the task" or "Nothing. Just the words."
These thoughts were classified as task relevant and were excluded from the
analysis. The total number of recorded thoughts per task was nine with three
blocks for each length of task (short, moderate, and long). Initial inter rater
agreement was at 94 percent.

Results

The distribution of thoughts were compared using non-parametric analysis, in
line with previous work [2]. Paired Wilcoxon tests were used to compare the
overall effect of task on each type of thought recorded in the VF and LT tasks.
Significantly more examples of TUT and TRI were reported in the vigilance task
(TUT Z=-3.12,p < 0.05; TRI Z=-4.2,p < 0.05).

Figure 1 (A and B ) displays the frequency of thoughts in both verbal fluency
and lottery task conditions across long, moderate and short blocks. An index was
calculated by subtracting the frequency of each type of thinking reported in the
short blocks from the frequency reported in the long blocks. This index was used
to explicitly test for task differences in block length mediated changes in the
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Figure 1. The effects of block duration upon task focus in
(A) Verbal Fluency and (8) The Lottery Task.

TUT = Task Unrelated Thought, TRI = Task Related Interference.
The X-axis describes the likelihood of each type of thought

reported in that condition.
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frequency of each type of thinking.Betweentask differenceswere comparedusing
paired Wilcoxon tests. These indicated block mediated changes thinking were
reliably larger in the lottery task for TUT (Z=-2.10,p < 0.01) and TRI (Z=-O.36,
P < 0.001).

Consistent with this analysis, separate non-parametric Friedman's conducted
on each type of thought across each level of the task (short, moderate, and long)
indicated a significantmain effect of block durationwas observed for TUT in the
lottery task (Chi-square= 5.8,p = 0.05) only. Three planned post-hoc Wilcoxons
indicated that more TUT was observed in the long blocks than either the moderate
(Z = -2.1, p < 0.05) or the short (Z = -2.1, p < 0.05) blocks. No effect of duration
was observed for the report of TRI during the lottery task (p = NS).

Finally, as the statisticalanalysis indicatedthat block lengthchanges in thinking
were only observed in the lottery task, further analysis investigated the hypothesis
that duration increased, thinking shifted from either task-related interference or
task-related processing toward matters unrelated to the task. To control for the
initial frequency of each type of thinking, the index reflecting block length
mediated changes in thinking was expressed as a proportion of the overall fre-
quency of that thought. These indices are reported in Table 1. As before a
non-parametric Friedman was used to examine this index and revealed a signifi-
cant difference (Chi-square = 7.1,P < 0.05). Plannedpost-hoc non-parametric
Wilcoxon tests indicated that increases in the duration of block shifted thinking.
from TRI to TUT (Z= -2, p < 0.05) in the lottery task.

Discussion

The results of Experiment One can be summarized as follows. First, reliable
effects of block duration on thinking were only observed during the vigilance task,
and the effect was limited to the report of TUT, replicating previous findings [6].

Table 1. Experiment One:
Comparison of the Effects of Increasing

Duration on the Production of Each
Type of Thinking in the Lottery Task

Note: Apositiveindex indicates an increase
in that type of thinking as block length
increases. TUT = Task Unrelated Thought,
TRI=Task Related Interference.

Proportional
change SD

TUT 0.21 0.37

TRI -0.07 0.23
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No effect of duration was observed for the report of any type of thought during the
fluency task. Second, a significantly smaller number of task irrelevant thoughts
(both TUT and TRI) were reported during the fluency task than were reported in
the lottery task. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that controlled
processing is implicated in the process by which task-irrelevant thoughts are
maintained in awareness.

Any conclusions from a small-scale study such as this should be treated with
caution. Consistent with this limitation we conducted a further study in an attempt
to increase our confidence in the reliability of the role of block length in distin-
guishing between tasks relying on controlled processing and those that do not.
Rather than directly replicate our findings, we aimed to improve our methodology
on two accounts. First, to increase our confidence in the role of controlled
processing we compared the verbal fluency task in Experiment One, with an
encoding task. As the encoding/shadowing distinction has been used to reflect
the role of controlled processing elsewhere [13], an encoding task can be con-
ceptualized to fall midway between a vigilance task and a verbal fluency task, in
terms of reliance on controlled processing. This choice of task therefore yields
a more stringent test of the hypothesis investigated by this article. Second,
research has suggested that processing semantic information leads to activity
in the pre-frontal cortex comparable to that produced when experiencing high
frequencies of TUT [23]. Moreover, thought probes elicited fewer examples of
TUT when processing information organized in semantically meaningful cate-
gories than information presented in a less meaningful context [2]. It is therefore
important to utilize an experimental design that controls for the potentially con-
founding influences of semantic stimuli on TUT.

EXPERIMENT TWO

Consistent with the limitations outlined above, a second experiment was
conducted. This experiment examined the effect of block length on two tasks: i) a
verbal fluency task; and ii) a verbal encoding task. It was hypothesized that,
similar to the results of Experiment One, block length would moderate thinking
only in the encoding task.

Method

Participants

A further 20 healthy volunteers were recruited by advertisement. They were
screened for psychiatric and neurological conditions as in the previous experi-
ment. The age range of the participants was from 16 to 59 with a mean of 36.7
(SD = 14.0) years.
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Designand Procedure

As in the previous experiment, a within participants design was used with
participants being randomly allocated according to a counterbalanced design. The
verbal fluency task was administered exactly as in Experiment One. The stimuli
for the memory task was a word list developed from The Teachers Word Book
[24]. Words were selected on the basis of the number ofletters making up the word
« 5) and the frequency of occurrence of the word (20-40 per million words). All
words fulfilling these criteria, and beginning with the letter A2,were selected and
randomly allocated into trials. The participants were told that they would be shown
a pad of paper with words on it, and that they were to try and remember as many of
these words as possible. They were told that they would see each page of the pad
for a few seconds before the next page would be shown. They were instructed that
they would not be able to remember all of the words but were to try their best. Each
page was shown for 15 seconds and contained an average of 3 ::I: 2 words per page.
As in the previous experiment, trials in both tasks lasted 30,45, or 60 seconds.

ThoughtProbes

The thought probes were introduced and classified in exactly the same way as
described for Experiment One. The inter-rater reliability was calculated the same
way as in Experiment One and the inter-rater agreement was at 90 percent.

Results

As in the previous experiment, non-parametric analysis was used to examine the
effects of block length on thinking. Significantly more TUT (Z = -2.5, p < 0.01)
and TRI (Z= -3.5, p < 0.001) were reported in the encoding than in the fluency task.

The interaction between the effects of block length on each task were explicitly
examined by subtracting the frequency of each type of thought reported in the
short blocks from the long blocks. Using this index, a difference was observed
for the frequency of TUT (Wilcoxon signed ranks test: Z = -2.00, P < 0.05) but
not TRI (p = NS). Consistent with this finding a main effect of block length was
observed for the frequency of TUT in the encoding task (Friedman: Chi-square =
7.28, P < 0.05) but not in the fluency task (p = NS). Post-hoc analysis indicated
that a higher frequency of TUT was reported in the long than the short blocks
(Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test: Z = -2.333, p < 0.05) but no difference was
observed between the moderate and the short blocks (p =NS) or in the moderate
and long blocks (p = NS) (see Figure 2).

Finally, we investigated block length mediated changes in thinking style in the
encoding task. As in Experiment One, the change in the frequency of thinking was
expressed as a proportion of the overall frequency of each type of thinking. A

2 "A" was not used as a stimulus in the fluency task.
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Figure 2. The effects of block duration (60 seconds, 45 seconds, and
30 seconds) upon reported thought in (A) Verbal Fluency and

(8) The Verbal Encoding.
TUT = Task Unrelated Thought, TRI = Task Related Interference.

The X-axis describes the likelihood of each type of thought
reported in that condition.
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significant shift in thinking from TRI to TUT with increasing block length was
observedin the encodingtask (2 = -2.4,p < 0.01).This indexis presentedin Table2.

Discussion

The results of experiment two demonstratethat change in block duration during
a verbal encoding task yielded a shift in thinking from pre-occupation related
to task perfonnance (TRI) toward matters unrelated to task completion (TUT)
when encoding verbal infonnation. As in Experiment One, this shift in thinking
was not observed in the fluency task.

GENERALDISCUSSION

The results of the two experiments presented in this article can be summarized
as follows. First, the reports of thinking (eitherTUT and TRI) while engaged in the
verbal fluency task were unrelated to the length of block. In contrast, when either
engaged in a vigilance task (Experiment One) or in a verbal encoding task
(Experiment Two) increasing block length yielded a shift in thinking from pre-
occupation with matters related to the task (TRI) toward matters unrelated to task
completion (TUT). This extends our understanding of the relationship between
the concurrent task and ongoing thought in several ways. On methodological
grounds, these findings are important as they replicate the findings that block
length and TUT frequencyare proportional in a vigilance task [6]using a different
measure of thought content. Moreover, our understanding of the role of block
duration is extended, as Experiment Two indicates a role of block length in
detennining thinking style while encoding verbal infonnation.

On a theoretical level, the results of these experiments improve our under-
standing of the relationshipbetween controlledprocessing and thinking. Previous
research has demonstrated that TUT increases as a task becomes automated [14].

Table 2. Experiment Two:
Comparison of the Effects of Increasing
Duration on the Production of Each Type

of Thinking in the Encoding Task

Note: A positive index indicates an increase
inthat type ofthinkingas block length increases.
TUT = Task Unrelated Thought, TRI = Task
Related Interference.

Proportional
change SO

TUT 0.30 0.47

TRI -0.18 0.53
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The results of the experiments presented in this article demonstrate that across
time periods that yield increases in TUT in (i) vigilance and (ii) encodingtasks, no
change in thinking occurs when the individual is engaged in a task that relies on
controlled processing: a fluency task. The experiments presented in this article,
therefore, provide an additional piece of evidence that supports the assertion that
the maintenance of TUT in an individuals awareness requires the deployment of
similar resources to those required for "controlled processing" [13, 14].

Before discussing the implications of these fmdings, it is worth dealing with
several other interpretations of the data presented. In both Experiments One
and Two, the base rate of TUT production was low. This prohibits the use of
parametric statistics to examine the distribution of thoughts as has been used
elsewhere [e.g., 6, 13, 15].While this may at fIrst seem to prohibit robust conclu-
sions regarding the distributionof thoughts, there are reasons to suggest this is not
the case. First, the conclusions described in this article are concerned with how
thinking changes as block length increases.It is clear from Figures 1and 2 that the
frequency of TUT in all three tasks investigated in this article are at floor in the
30 second condition. What differentiates the fluency tasks from the comparison
tasks is the absence of an increase in TUT as block length increases rather than
a problem associated with the low base rate ofTUT per seeThe comparison tasks,
used in ExperimentsOne and Two, indicatethat an increase in TUT is more or less
the norm, a speculation supportedby work elsewhere [6].3

Moreover, on methodologicalgrounds, the floor in TUT may well be a reflec-
tion of differences in emphasis between different research programs. Using the
criteria for thought rating used in these experiments (see Appendix), this article
discriminates between those thoughts unrelated to task completion, yet more or
less mediated by the context (TRI), and those thoughts that are unrelated to any
stimuli during task completion (TUT). In contrast, the early work of John
Antrobus focused on emphasizing the similarities between pre-occupation with
aspects of task completionin the con-currenttask in previous blocks, and thoughts
unrelated to the setting as a whole. The more specific distinction employed in
these experiments has been validated by differences in the relationship between
the two thought classificationsand both task performance and self-reported ques-
tionnaire measures [2, 3]. Moreover, the experiments in this article discriminate
between the two thoughtclassificationsin terms of the effects of increasingblock
duration: the results of both experiments suggest that in vigilance or encoding
tasks thinking shifts from task related interference to task unrelated thought as
block length increases. It is clear that the more stringent thought classification
system employed in this article,while validatedby comparisonwith various forms
of external information, is likely to yield a lower base rate in frequency of TUT.

3 It is worthnotingthatwe choseto examineTUTwhenprocessingsemanticstimuli,a process
which is likely to mutually inhibit TUT [23]. It is therefore possible that a further reason for the low
frequency in TUT was the semantic stimuli set.
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This emphasizes the need to tackle the same question using a variety of different
techniques and classification systems to maximize our faith when investigating
subjective and introspective fonns of data.

While we do not believe that the low base rate in TUT reported in these
experiments is a great cause for concern, nonetheless we do except that it would be
useful for future research to attempt to increase the TUT base rate. We propose two
strategies that future research might employ to increase TUT base rate without
compromising the ecological advantages of a short testing session: i) through the
use of a task relying on controlled processing which does not contain a verbal
component, such as the alphabet addition task [10]; or ii) by increasing the
frequency of TUT by utilizing an interesting pre-task [6]. Future research should
aim to address this issue.

A second issue worth mentioning is the operationalization of controlled proc-
essing used throughout this article. Just as in previous work [13, 14], tasks were
selected on the basis of theoretical principles reflecting the nature of controlled
processing [8]. While such task selection is common in this field of research [13,
14], it leaves the experimental interpretation open to criticism on the grounds of lack
of objective measures to validate the claims of the theorists. It could be suggested,
for example, that the fluency task merely requires a higher quantity of resources
than either of the comparison procedures used. While this is a real possibility, if
effort alone was detennining the task focus exhibited by the fluency task, we might
expect a higher frequency ofTRI reflecting a change in the subjective appraisal of
task difficulty [5]. No such difference was observed. Bearing in mind this potential
confound, future research should attempt to address this issue by using a more
sophisticated measure of resource allocation, such as reaction time.

Finally, a potential problem for our interpretation of the data presented in this
article is the method of thought probe used here and elsewhere when investigating
TUT in the context of a controlled processing task [2, 3, 13, 14]. Our confidence in
the reliability of the increase in TUT during a sustained vigilance is strengthened
by its independence from the method of thought measurement, either by the verbal
report of thought (Experiment One) or by depressing a button [6]. Consistent
with this idea, future research should aim to replicate several of the findings
relating central executive load to TUT using an alternative method of thought
measurement, either through the alternative measure of thought probes or via a
questionnaire.4

4One advantage of employing the methodology employed by Giambra [6] is that it affords the
participant to discriminate between the volitional and non-volitional components of TUT. Such a
distinction is not commonly used when investigating the verbal thought probe methodology [2, 3, 13,
14] as it confounds any attempt to maintain participant blindness. By using the methodology employed
by Giambra [6] one could investigate the idea that it is the volitional component of TUT which
increases as performance becomes automatic. This shift may represent the engagement of strategic
attentional strategies by the participants. It is, therefore, important for future research to ascertain the
role of strategic shifts in attention in the automatic/controlled processing dichotomy.
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Speculative Conclusions

One important issue, the resolution of which is an important aim of investi-
gations of "on-line" thinking is the potential function that conscious awareness of
a stimuli may provide [25]. Given the role of controlled processing in maintaining
TUT, these thoughts are often considered a process closely linked to problem
solving either explicitly [26] or implicitly, potentially through the process of
incubation [6]. In the words of Alan Baddeley "It allows the organism to reflect,
plan, and select, rather than simply react thus greatly increasing its capacity for
constructive action. . . the system responsible for the co-ordination of information
and its strategic manipulation in planning future action is the central executive of
working memory [24; 26; p. 313]. Recent FMRI evidence supported this assertion
[21]. Activation in the pre-frontal cortex was comparable in two situations:
i) when engaged in a task processing semantic stimuli; and ii) while experiencing
TUT. Binder and colleagues suggest that this may reflect the highly semantic
nature of many plans that our evolutionary ancestor needed to generate [23]. For
example, Binder and colleagues suggest that when planning to create a sharp tool,
it is important to discriminate between types of material which mayor may not
provide the necessary prerequisite for the production of that particular tool-
a semantic discrimination process. Within this framework, the experimental
evidence that a fluency task, which requires the individual to engage in the
coordinated processing of semantic material, mutually inhibits the experience of
TUT makes heuristic sense. In some senses the fluency task might be seen as a
useful analog for the task of coordinating semantic material to facilitate the
resolution of a stimulus specific goal.

While the coordination of semantic information using "controlled processing"
seems to be an intrinsically valid explanation for the distribution of TUT, it
provides a problem at the explanatory level. Current opinion is beginning to
converge on the notion of a global neuronal workspace as underpinning conscious
awareness. Using the consciousness as fame metaphor [27], Dennet suggests two
qualitatively different types of influences on conscious processing that need to be
accounted for in any global workspace model. He suggests that we become aware
of a stimulus either: i) on a need basis; or ii) as a consequence of the nature of the
stimulus. In the context of the influences on TUT, we might suggest that the effects
of controlled processing described in this article, and other resource allocation
processes (such as presentation pace [6, 15]) maintain a stimulus in awareness
broadly through the former "need" based mechanism. In contrast, the effects of
stimulus characteristics, such as emotion [1], tend to maintain a stimulus in
awareness through the, latter, stimulus route. Stimulus effects include: i) whether
the stimulus is semantic [23]; ii) whether the stimulus is presented in a meaningful
context [2, 28]; and iii) whether the stimuli presented are interesting to the
individual [29]. The importance of a stimulus can be considered to develop
through an automatic process in which "association with ones current concerns"
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are built up [1, p. 36]. We have previously suggested that these stimulus-driven
influences on thinking can be considered to reflect the influence of a distributed
resource on cognition [2] and that such stimulus driven processes may reflect
higher-order influenceson consciousawareness [30].

While the influences on cognition clearly fall into one of the two categories
broadly contrastedas either (i) controlledprocessingor (ii) distributedprocessing,
andbased on an automaticor an associativeprinciples,these influencesare contra-
dictory. From the perspective of a strict resource allocation model of cognition,
there is no reason to suggest that thinking is influencedby ones current concerns.5
In contrast, the influenceof a distributedresource does not necessarily imply that
thinking should be maintained through a process of effort. It has been suggested
that a useful fITststep in reconcilingthese contradictory influences on conscious
awareness, is through the adoption of the notion that the traditional resource
allocation effects shouldbe consideredalong the lines of the Gibsoniannotion of
"affordance" rather than in strict resource allocationterms [31].

The notion of effort as an affordance emphasizes an important similarity
between resourcebasedexplanationsof awarenesssuchas the notion of controlled
processing, on the one hand, and the effects of stimulus driven process, on the
other: the role of experience. The controlled processing/automatic processing
dichotomy reflects a process by which the individuals experience on a particular
task yields a shift in the quality of processing [8-10]. In particular, controlled
processing occurs in the absence of any relevant experience in a particular
situation. In contrast, stimulus-driveneffects, such as the emotion valence [1] or
semantic content [1, 2] afford extensiveprocessing as they gain meaning through
association with ones self-concept, a highly elaborate and organized construct
[32]. Thus, the effects of controlled processing on the one hand, and stimulus
driven effects on the other, might be considered to represent two extreme ends
of a continuum reflecting experience on the task. Using the notion of effort as
an affordance, controlled processing effects would afford task focus as either:
i) experience on the task is low, as is reflected by the increase in TUT with task
experience [14]; or ii) as the task requirementsprohibit automation,as in a fluency
task or random number generation task [14]. In contrast, stimulus driven effects
afford extensive processingthrough their history of strong associationwith one's
self, a process which could explainwhy self-referentstimuli tend to be processed
during a dichotic listening task [4]. It is important, therefore, that future research
should attempt to investigate the influences of regularities of experience on
moderating conscious awareness. Such analysis holds the possibility of recon-
ciling these contradictory influences into a uniform account of the processes
which moderate task-irrelevantthinking. In short, our understanding of conscious

5 Of course it is possible to argue that emotional stimuli monopolizeprocessing resources, a more
likely explanation is that stimulusdriveneffectoccur through a process closer to automaticprocessing
rather than effortful processing [1].
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awareness needs to accept the notion that, "We learnfrom our experiences and
interact with the world through a milieu of knowledge and skills gleaned from
ourpast" [30].

APPENDIX

Criteria for Categories of Thought

Task Related Interference (TRI): Thinking directed toward the task either:

(i) The reported thought focuses on the nature of the task in an attempt to
understand/appraise the task. For example "I was wondering why this task is so
hard" or "Why does this task seem to go on for so long?"

(ii) The participant reports a thought that is simultaneously directed toward
both an aspect of the task and toward an aspect of themselves (e.g., their prefer-
ences, mood, motivation, or performance on the task). For example "I am not
trying very hard," "I am getting tired," or "I seemed to start off badly but get
better as 1got going."

Task Unrelated Thought (TUT): The participant reports thoughts which bear
no relationship to the task in hand. These thoughts are not directly related to any
obvious task relevant stimuli, stimuli in their current environment, or toward
their performance on the task. ExamplesofTUT include thinking about the future,
for example, participants may report "I was wondering about what I was going
to do for dinner" or "I was thinking about what I was going to do tonight."
In addition, the category of TUT may also include memories such as "I was
remembering a meal I had in a restaurant," or "I remembered going for a walk
in the woods."
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